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About This Content

Pixel Puzzles Ultimate, the definitive jigsaw puzzler for the PC platform.

PACK INFO:

Puzzle Count: 5
Total Piece Count: 2575

PACK CONTENTS:

Rocky Mountains - x425

Horseshoe Bend - x840

Kauai - x250

Monument Valley - x810

Grand Canyon - x250
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Title: Jigsaw Puzzle Pack - Pixel Puzzles Ultimate: U.S. Landscapes
Genre: Action, Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Simulation, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
DL Softworks
Publisher:
DL Softworks
Franchise:
Pixel Puzzles
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10, 8.1, 8, 7, Vista, XP

Processor: Intel® Core 2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0 Compatible

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: Generic Sound Device

English
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I don't know how this piece of crap system got an 80% percent in good ratings. My experiences with it at first were pretty
decent, though the recording was jumpy when I played it. Then after a while, I changed the settings a bit, and my whole game
crashed... I have to restart the software to get it to work, and now it has limited my options on what I can choose in the options
and I don't know how to get said options back... I trust Action! better than this. Buggy and needs updates bad, so for now, I dont
recommend.. I bought this game and the DLC deeply discounted. This was my first exposure to the Fear Effect franchise. I
enjoyed the artwork, especially the cutscenes. I enjoyed being introduced to two new beautiful female protagonists, Hanna and
Rain. They are as beautiful as classic Lara Croft. The story was ok. The puzzles were ok. Unfortunately, the combat was
annoying. As I progressed through the game, I found myself only wanting to make it to the next cutscene, so that I could enjoy
the cutscenes. The artwork in the DLC was stunning. I haven't listened to the music in the DLC but the music in the game was
good.

The overall gameplay is reminiscent of Lara Croft and the Temple of Osiris.

I would like to point out that this game fully supports x-input gamepads.

I will buy the remakes of the original Fear Effect games.

For me, the artwork and cutscenes are of high enough quality to recommend this game.. Basicly the pokemon game I always
wanted as a kid. I love the open world ishness of it and the real time combat. The crafting system alowing you to build and
customize your house is cool. Im interested to see how this game develops and I would like to see it become somthing big.. Only
useful at the beginning, won't use it anymore after you craft your first weapon.. A bunch of elvish Crusader Kings. It's pretty fun
from what I've played so far! It does feel like the ball hitting physics are accurate. It's worth a buy.. DARK SOULS II Crown of
the Old Iron King: Graphics look Amazing, Sounds & Music is what you would expect from Developers of the game. I have
taken my Favorite picture in the ash lands. "Praise The Sun" I would recommend getting this DLC if you have the game, It's fun
and has New and Old Enemys alike. Now down to business DARK SOULS II Crown of the Old Iron King DLC is a 8 out of 10

If you don't have the game I will recommend getting DARK SOULS II: Scholar of the First Sin cause it's the updated version of
the game with the DLC.. It's a decent RPG as far as RPGmaker games go. It can be made real easy to beat though if you know
where to get infinite money to buy the best gear.
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Nice DLC,i like it ! You could Just buy an auto-clicker with rubies or could buy this . It's cool it gives you a boost at playing
Clicker Heroes . With an auto-clicker you don't have to feel pain in your fingers . The auto-clicker skin looks really nice but the
price is really high ! If you already have auto-clickers it doesn't add much to the game except the skin,but it looks different so
that is the only thing . But if you didn't have any auto-clickers it helps you ! But you could just buy rubies . Conclusion : you buy
this because of this skin but it looks cool .. Awesome game with unique artsyle and gameplay! Definately worth spending few
evenings on this classic style RPG!. Decent Batmobile skin & ugly Robin skin.. So far I played the 3 tasks or so in the tutorial. I
recommend doing the tutorial first. The game seems pretty decent so far. There are a variety of buildings to choose from and
they interact together.

You design the farm areas, satisfy your guests, and they buy different products which help you make money. All the animals
and guests have various needs.

There are some different maps to choose from, and the mape size seems ok; although it could be bigger. I did just find one
'large' size map which I'm going to try now; it did look like it's a pretty good size.

For the price I'd say pick it up; I'm still learning all the game has, but it's pretty fun so far.. It's too short & easy. Also some of
the puzzles might blind you with the colors. I like maze puzzles but I would buy this game as cheap as possible. I would say
about 30 minutes or less of content. It's an easy 100% completion though so I recommend it if that's what you are looking for..
It's pretty fun and challenging. In the spirit of this genre. 8\/10 crabs I think.. Overall it is an amazing add-on and with how
much time I spent on the game already iI didn`t mind putting some money into the game. On a side not I was woundering what
the max click per second is as I read something about it being 45 at some point 1-2 years ago and thats the newest artical i could
find on it. I plan to play the game even more now than i did before because of this awsome new feture.. I was all about playing
all the Sherlock Holmes games, but this one is seriously taxing my patience. I actually saw the logic of the puzzles, even the safe
combination one everyone seems to hate. I like that it's actually investigative, with testimony a major component of the overall
puzzles. I was enjoying all of it... until the stealth/timed stuff started. I was frustrated as hell with the first one, to the point of
using a video walkthrough, which I usually avoid like the plague. I got past that, and there was a second one. I got through that.

Then the forest. Where there are a dozen touchy, camera-angle-changing screen changes, a short, hard timer, and places where
Sherlock WILL. NOT. F-ING. MOVE.

Despite liking the story, despite liking the puzzles, I may not pick this game up again, and I really can't recommend it to
adventure gamers of any but the most stubborn, old-school stripe. When a point-and-click adventure game has timed movement
puzzles that combine Nintendo Hard game mechanics with control schemes that would be embarrasing in a free Flash game... if
you're into seeing all the Sherlock Holmes games, just play this one until you get to the stupid timed BS, then watch Let's Plays
on YouTube instead of subjecting yourself to the bad choices of the developers.. You have to eat munchies to level up? what
else do you need? Nice short and sweet puzzle game, also you can play user created workshop levels.

10\/10 would eat munchies again and again and again !
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